Range Rules
For
The Victoria Skeet and Trap Club
1. The 1st thing to do upon ARRIVING at the club (BEFORE even opening up the
houses) is to SIGN IN yourself and any guests that are with you, so that others
coming out to shoot will know who members are and who are guests of the club. You
should FINISH filling out the logbook as you are paying for your rounds (and your
guests are paying for their rounds). If a member is using tickets for payment of
rounds, you don’t need to use an envelope, but the club needs your complete (legible)
name and date on each ticket. Guest (or members) paying for their rounds with
CASH (or check), should use the envelopes with your name, the rounds shot, the
amount included in the envelope with the date on the outside of the envelope.
This will greatly help with the accounting of the targets and the money/tickets.
2. Members can pay for their rounds with either tickets or cash. 1 ticket (for every 25
targets) or $6.00 cash (for every 25 targets). Guests’ rounds are $8.00 each (for every
25 targets) and must be paid for in cash or check. Members are Not to use their
tickets for paying for their guests rounds. Ticket books for 10 rounds of shooting are
available from various members or officers for $40.00 each, making this the most
cost-effective way to shoot.
3. Remember to always RELEASE the target-throwing arm on all machines when you
are finished shooting and to RELOAD the machines. Don’t leave it up to the next
group shooting to have to load the machines. We need everyone’s help with this.
4. Pick Up your TRASH and HULLS after any function (or Practice) at the range.
Treat this club as you would your own home. If you make a mess, CLEAN IT UP!
5. Remember, this is a clay target shooting range and NOT a practice hunting range, so
we ask that everyone limit their shot size to nothing larger than #7 ½ and shot charges
no larger than 1 ¼ ounces. Also shotguns should only be discharged in the direction
that the fields are laid out and that there is NO shooting of any objects other than clay
targets at anytime.
6. Also, for persons shooting automatics and pump shotguns that have the capacity to
hold more than 2 shells, NEVER load more than 2 shells while shooting Skeet or
Country Doubles, or more than 1 shell at a time while shooting Trap. Loading more
shells than this violates club policy.
7. All new members to the Victoria Skeet and Trap Club need to go through a short
safety and machine operation orientation. Being Safe means NO Mistakes.
8. There is to be NO alcohol consumption until AFTER you have finished shooting for
the day. Shotguns and alcohol don’t mix. If you must drink, you can NOT shoot.

